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Abstract 

 Recently there has been an increase in the use of social media leading to higher levels of interaction 

among people. There are some negative side effects caused by these interactions creating potential for 

some users to harm other users by bullying. This behavior needs to be identified and mitigated because 

it causes hurtful feelings for victims and may lead them to hate the society. This behavior is prevalent 

in the current times on some platforms in social media. In this paper, we discuss different forms of 

cyberbullying, including the methods and techniques used, the effects it has, and recent research on 

detecting and preventing it. Also, we review some solutions that were mentioned in the prior research 

papers that try to reduce and detect this phenomenon. In addition, we review some Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) techniques that are used to detect cyberbullying in text data, and show various 

models that detect the offensive text in some social media platforms. We review the most efficient 

machine learning algorithms with higher accuracy, some graphical results that describe the 

visualizations showing the negative and the positive text, and discuss some challenges that NLP 

algorithms face in detecting cyberbullying. For the experimental purpose, we analyzed data from over 

39,000 tweets on Twitter, using machine learning algorithms to classify and predict instances of 

cyberbullying related to religion, age, gender, and ethnicity. We applied three different machine 

learning algorithms to this dataset and compared their performance using various metrics. The results 

of this analysis are used to detect the short text that contains cyberbullying. Our aims in this paper are 

to review 11 numbers of the previous research papers that have suggested solutions by using algorithms 

of machine learning with (NLP) to detect and reduce this behavior, and experiment three machine 

learning algorithms on Twitter’s dataset. 

Keywords:        Detection of offensive texts, Natural Language Processing, Cyberbullying, Sentiment 

Analysis, Machine Learning 

.  

1. Introduction 

Living with technology has become part of our lives and we completely depend on technology for many 

needs in our life. Thus, in recent times people communicate with each other through social media, 

whatever the environment that connects them. They may know others physically in work or school 

environments, so this communication may lead to negative effects when connecting with each other 

such as writing offensive text in social media or bullying (Husain & Uzuner, 2021). Currently, physical 

bullying has become cyberbullying with the prevalent use of technology. This phenomenon has 

increased in many countries around the world. It is risky for teens and considered harmful for them. 

Cyberbullying can be in many environments such as schools and workplaces via social media 

connections in multiple ways for example text messages, voice messages, and videos and image 

messages. Cyberbullying is widespread globally, especially in the age of teens, so the most common 

cyberbullying is in schools. Currently, most students use internet devices either for school requirements 

or for social media connections. Some of them use these devices to bully each other. Many studies 
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emphasize that cyberbullying is victimization (Chun et al., 2020). This is a concerning issue as young 

people can harm each other via bullying each other. Some young people harm themselves when they 

are bullied. Young people spend most of their time in school and they can keep connected with others 

via social media, so it is necessary to create a safe environment for young people to prevent any harm 

that may potentially happen to them. In addition, cyberbullying can adversely impact the educational 

environment, and relationship between students. It is, therefore, essential to address these aspects for 

healthy and emotionally rewarding growth of students. This research paper provides some solutions 

that are suggested in many research publications to address this phenomenon in the school environment 

(Faucher et al., 2020). 

According to some research studies, the students who are targeted for bullying behavior, develop a 

negative side effect such as poor academic performance and may develop mental health issues. In 

addition, cyberbullying impacts the social relationship between students in school, and may lead to 

being a victim. Moreover, bullying mostly happens in the presence of many students who are bystanders 

around the victim, so this makes this situation worse for the persons that are bullied (Salmivalli et al., 

2021). There are some suggested solutions that help prevent or decrease the widespread existence of 

this phenomenon. The improvement of the knowledge of this phenomenon among students which can 

be affected by teachers is one of the solutions that help prevent this phenomenon. Also, some programs 

on the social side can improve the relationship between students, and prepare the new students to realize 

the risks and the impact of this phenomenon (D. W. Otter et al., 2021). 

Technically, some tools can analyze the text data and classify as offensive or non-offensive, negative 

or positive, and bullying or non-bullying. Natural Language Processing (NLP) is one of the software 

tools that can be used for interpreting the human language by machine learning algorithms. NLP has 

many benefits that can help detect the textual data such as sentiment analysis, extract the related 

information, and categorize for analysis (Lauriola et al., 2021). However, the textual data is not easy to 

analyze and to extract information from it with high accuracy compared to numeric data. Textual data 

is complex and not clear when using models of NLP for analyzing and interpreting the human language. 

According to some researchers, 32% of the contents of English language texts, are linguistically unclear. 

This is one of the major challenges facing the NLP to analyze the text data. In addition, this is also true 

for many other languages used in social media. One example of other language that have difficult to 

analyze by NLP is Arabic Language that is written from right to left, hinders the model from analyzing 

the text data. Also, Arabic language has some words that have different meaning which means that 

some Arabic countries use words for a positive meaning while other Arabic countries use the same 

words for negative meaning. The model will detect the words as negative text based on the training 

which may confuse and reduce the performance of the model’s results. Thus, this is only one example 

of the little issues for Arabic language when analyzed by NLP, and there are some other challenges that 

NLP faces. This is one of the reasons that has hindered the development of NLP and reap the benefits 

of data analysis (J. Wang et al., 2020). Nonetheless, it has been proven that NLP is very successful for 

many applications in recent times. Using NLP in managements of governments, provides many benefits 

such as citizens’ participation during the response to disasters as they happen, and detection and analysis 

of crimes. Urban governances that use NLP to improve their management, the communication between 

citizen and mangers of city becomes easy for applications that support NLP (K. Mishev et al., 2020). 

NLP has many uses in a variety of fields. So when dealing with text data that needs Sentiment Analysis 

(SA), NLP can support that. SA can be used to identify the feelings of people about specific happenings 

or events. Also, SA can be used to reflect on a user’s emotions about a situation that the user has 

experienced with reference to the user’s comments regarding the situation. As a result, researchers resort 

to using SA in NLP which can help analyze and interpret a user’s behavior based on the comments or 

tweets. By using the SA, one can detect the information that is relevant to other topics such as 

predictions for selling or buying products (Cai, M 2020). SA can also define and categorize the opinions 

of users of the platforms in social media and their expressions and predict their attitudes based on the 

analysis of their texts. Practically, sentiment analysis can identify the sentiments of users who sell a 

product whether they are satisfied by classifying their comments as positive, or unsatisfied by 
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classifying their comments as negative. Using SA in NLP can be an optimal solution for detecting 

cyberbullying (Bharadwaj et al., 2020). 

In this paper we have reviewed 11 research papers that identify solutions using machine learning 

algorithms with Natural Language Processing (NLP) that can detect and mitigate cyberbullying 

behavior. Also, we have proposed to test three machine learning algorithms which are named Support 

Vector Machine, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree for detection of cyberbullying text in assigned twitter's 

dataset. 

 

2. Literature Review                                                                                                                             

2.1 NLP Detection 

NLP is used in many fields to detect the textual data, so fake news is one of the issues that needs to be 

prevented or reduced by detecting it as real or fake news. Currently, fake news is one of the concerns 

that lack the real news which makes many people around the world worried in their life as there is an 

increasing use of social media platforms. In this paper, the authors build a model using machine learning 

algorithms with NLP to detect the text in the dataset that they used to classify as fake or real news. The 

dataset used in this model was provided by Kaggle.com which contains 6256 articles labeled as fake or 

real. After building the model and using multiple algorithms that were used to test the accuracy of 

detections. Random Forest method gave higher accuracy than Naive Bayes. To process the detection, 

some steps are executed when building the model starting with text processing which aims to clean the 

dataset such as tokenization, removing stop words and removing numbers, extracting features of TF & 

TFIDF, and stemming. In addition, the feature extracting step is used to extract the helpful data from 

the dataset, and the learning step is to learn the unsupervised algorithm to detect the fake or real news, 

and the final step is training the model to be able to classify the text data. The result that was achieved 

when building the model is an accuracy of 95.66% by using the Random Forest algorithm (T. D. 

Jayasiriwardene & G. U. Ganegoda, 2020). 

 

Authors present improvement to the system by continuously detecting and extracting relevant 

information from textual data by using NLP. They use Twitter as a platform to extract the keywords 

that have retrieved relevant news with high performance. In the methodology section of their paper, 

they used a dataset that was collated by Twitter which contains more than 100,000 records in diverse 

fields of news such as education, health, politics, and sport. The dataset is considered a part of big data 

because it involves a large number of records and each record has many words which indicate the size 

of tweets. Building a model needs a pre-processing stage which helps the model to determine each kind 

of newspaper. The authors mentioned that they processed many steps to prepare the dataset. The first 

step removing URLs, punctuations, and emoticons that exist in a tweet also removes some words that 

do not need to be in the tweet such as stop words and frequency words. The lemmatization is used to 

transform the word to the original form which helps the model to analyze the words. Also, it needs to 

be the spelling correction in the preprocessing stage, so using tokenization by NLTK which is one of 

Python’s libraries the figure 1 shows the preprocessing stage for this paper. Therefore, the result shown 

in this model by using NLP tools is 67.6% accuracy (C. Sharma et al., 2021).    
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Figure 1: Data pre-processing (C. Sharma et al., 2021). 

2.2 Cyberbullying Detection Using Machine Learning       

As reported in (Jain et al., 2021), researchers developed a model by using Machine learning for the 

detection of cyberbullying on Twitter as the platform. Firstly, they discussed the risks of cyberbullying 

on social media and provided some solutions that help reduce this phenomenon. Also, they focus in 

their study on widespread presence of cyberbullying in schools. They emphasize that when students are 

bullied, they do not feel safe in school, and their ability for learning is decreased. They emphasize that 

by showing the results of analyzing the dataset that they chose. After they completed the preprocessing 

which appears in figure 2, they tested seven machine learning models to achieve the highest accuracy. 

The best result was found in their test which is 90% accuracy by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

model. As a solution, the authors in suggested cyberbullying detection that can be classified for each 

row of tweets that exist in their chosen dataset to detect the words that indicate the bullying regarding 

racism, sexism and hate speech. They use text mining to prove the performance and extract the result 

using multiple algorithms. 
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Figure 2: Functional Block Diagram of method followed (Jain et al., 2021). 

In addition, machine learning helps predict the behavior of users as most people communicate via social 

media. The author in (Mahat, 2021) emphasize that social media environment involves a misuse of 

technologies which can lead to aggression by writing social media comments. Cyberbullying is one of 

the bad behaviors that needs to be detected and prevented to avoid potential harm to victims. Based on 

their paper, they created a model that is used to detect the bullying words in the dataset which is large 

data. As well, they tried many machine learning algorithms for analyzing the dataset, and they used 

equations that were used to evaluate the accuracy of the model. As they predicate to determine the 

cyberbullying in social media as follows:  

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+FP+TN+FN)      

Where TP = True Positives, TN = True Negatives, FP = False Positives, and FN = False Negatives 

After they evaluate many models, the model that gives high accuracy to predict the cyberbullying was 

Support Vector Machine (SVM).                

2.3 Offensive Text Detection 

Authors in (Hani et al., 2019) divided their research paper into three main parts which are related to 

cyberbullying. These parts start by discussing cyberbullying as a Cyber-Crime, surveying the 

cyberbullying issue, and providing research that helps solve this problem. In particular, they developed 

a model that can classify tweets collected from Twitter as a dataset to be offensive or non-offensive. In 

addition, the highest accuracy that resulted in their model is 92.9% when using Stochastic Gradient 

Descent (SGD) Classifier and 92.7% when using Bagging Classifier which gives better results in the 

F1 Score Test.  
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Figure 3: Non-offensive and Offensive Classes Mapping of Dataset Portion-II (Hani et al., 

2019). 

Based on (Al-Garadi et al., 2019), it was suggested that in their case study, automatic detection of 

offensive text on social media. They limited the kinds of offensive texts that need to be detected such 

as fake news, hate speech, etc. as in general disinformation. Thus, they developed a model by using 

NLP techniques to classify Hierarchical multitask learning which is used to retrieve the relevant 

information from the document. Often, the information in the documents has other relevant information. 

In their case study, they show the best solutions that detect the offensive text with a huge amount of 

data, and this approach can be replicated in any kind of dataset that has disinformation. 

2.4 Cyberbullying in Social Media 

Social media is an attractive environment for cyberbullying in current times. Thus, the authors in show 

the results of the accuracy of the model that they developed to detect and prevent cyberbullying in social 

media. The model was built by using unsupervised machine learning algorithms using Neural Network 

(NN) and Support Vector Machine (SMV). NN achieved 92.8% accuracy while SMV achieved 90.3% 

accuracy. Based on their statistical findings that include the total words that include bullying and non-

bullying (Mangaonkar et al., 2022). 

 

Authors in (Chandra et al., 2019) emphasized in their case study the adverse impact of cyberbullying in 

social network environments, including harm to the victims as mental health issues. Thus, they highly 

recommended finding solutions for this phenomenon. The goal of the technical part in this research 

paper is to provide a real time model that can detect the words related to bullying. The detection model 

can detect and try to stop the offensive words before data access to the central server in an effort to 

reduce the time needed to analyze the data. This system uses distributed detection which is divided into 

many nodes called detection nodes that can utilize Machine Learning algorithms. Thus, each node is 

considered a server that can detect any tweets that come from clients such as smart devices.     
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Table 1: Statistics of The Dataset (Chandra et al., 2019). 

 

2.5 Cyberbullying Using Deep Learning 

Deep learning is one of the models that detect the negative text on some social media platforms. Also, 

deep learning detects and gives better performance than some other models. The authors in (M. T. 

Ahmed, et al., 2021) develop a model by using deep learning to detect cyberbullying. They used three 

datasets on different platforms in the social network, so each dataset contains 3000 examples that are 

used for detection on three different platforms which are Twitter, Formspring, and Wikipedia. In the 

data processing stage, they removed stop words, punctuations, and numbers from the dataset. After they 

processed these steps, they executed the model and get accuracy for each dataset with the highest 

accuracy being 79.1%. 

 

Table 2: Accuracy results on different datasets (M. T. Ahmed, et al., 2021). 

 

Deep learning and machine learning algorithms are not suitable for all human languages. This means 

the model can detect and give accuracy for a dataset that contains English language text, but it does not 

work with other datasets that have another language such as French or Arabic, etc. As each language 

needs a separate model that can be developed by using machine learning algorithms, the authors in 

develop a model by using deep learning to detect the cyberbullying for Bengali and Romanized Bangali 

languages. They used a dataset that contains two languages which are mentioned above, and 12000 

records that are mixed between Bangali and Romanized Bangali languages. They built a model that can 

detect the words related to bullying in social media and processed the preprocessing stage for the dataset 

to have the dataset cleaned and prepared for classification. They used multiple algorithms to test the 

dataset and to achieve higher accuracy. The highest accuracy that they achieved is 84% which was 

achieved by the naive Bayes algorithm (L. Cheng, et al., 2021). 

 

3.Methodology  

In this section, we will describe and demonstrate the implementation of our work in this paper and the 

process by which the experimental work was conducted. Thus, we have reviewed 11 numbers of prior 

research papers that have been conducted in detection cyberbullying by NLP. We have summarized 

each paper based on the dataset that have been used in this paper such as the source, the platforms of 

social media, and the number of records in the dataset. Also, we referenced the methods that have been 

used for detection for each paper, so some papers used machine learning and other used deep learning, 

and show the accuracies that have achieved for each paper. 
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3.1 Implementation and data collection 

This section focuses on the experimental data collection and preparation, model selection and 

construction, performance evaluation metrics, and results. The various models are compared based on 

various performance. We obtained a labeled dataset of tweets from a reliable source, kaggle.com. This 

dataset consists of 47000 tweets that have been labeled according to the type of cyberbullying they 

contain. The categories include age, ethnicity, gender, religion, other types of cyberbullying, and tweets 

that do not contain cyberbullying. The data has been evenly distributed such that there are 

approximately 8000 tweets in each category. In our experiment, there are 39751 tweets that have been 

processed, the category of other types of cyberbullying not used because it impacts on the accuracy of 

models and it hasn’t categorized to types cyberbullying. Also, there are 250 rows have been found as 

duplicated. Figure 4 visualized the dataset (J. Wang, et al., 2020).   

 

 
 

Figure 4: shows labelled distribution  

      

3.2 Data preprocessing  

Text preprocessing is an important step in the process of building a model. It involves breaking down 

the text into smaller pieces called tokens, converting all words to lowercase, removing unnecessary 

words called stop words, reducing words to their base form through stemming, and reducing words to 

their base form through lemmatization. After clean the text, the dataset need to be split to taring set and 

testing set to perform the model. In order to input it into a machine learning model, it need converting 

text data into numerical data which can be doing by feature extraction which called Vectoring the text. 

These techniques are commonly used to simplify and reduce the complexity of the text, which helps to 

improve the model's performance. Figure 5 show the experimental work. 
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Figure 5: shows the experimental work 

 

The first step involves importing necessary packages and accessing the data sources. The second step 

involves selecting and preparing the data for machine learning models. The final step involves using 

the trained model to make predictions and deploy it for use in detecting and classifying the desired 

categories with a satisfactory level of accuracy. 

 

3.3 Model Selection 

Three machine learning classifiers (as assigned below) were selected and tested on prepared data using 

a pipeline method, in which each of the following classifiers was applied one after the other: 

 

• Support Vector Machine 

• Naive Bayes  

• Decision Tree 

 

3.4 Performance Metrics 

Several performance metrics were calculated and analyzed. These include accuracy, precision, recall, 

and F1 score. These metrics are commonly used to evaluate the performance of a classifier in a 

classification task. The results of these metrics were observed for both the training and testing datasets. 

 

Accuracy- (TN + TP)/(TN+TP+FN+FP) It is calculated as the number of true positive (TP) and true 

negative (TN) predictions divided by the total number of predictions made (TP + TN + false positive 

(FP) + false negative (FN)). 

 

Precision-(TP)/(TP+FP) It is calculated as the number of true positive predictions divided by the total 

number of positive predictions made (TP + FP). 

 

Recall-(TP)/(TP+FN) It is calculated as the number of true positive predictions divided by the total 

number of actual positive instances in the data (TP + FN). 

 

F1 Score- 2*((precision*recall)/(precision+recall)) It is calculated as the product of precision and 

recall divided by the sum of precision and recall (V. Jain, et al., 2021).  

 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

For our review, some papers suggest using deep learning for large dataset, and other papers suggest 

using machine learning for adequately sized dataset. Also, machine learning takes short time for 
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detection while deep learning need more time. Some papers discussed the challenges that faced to detect 

other languages such as Arabic and French. The results of our experiment achieved by three models are 

shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Summary of results using three models. 

 

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score 

Support Vector 

Machine 

 

0.93 

 

0.93 

 

0.93 

 

0.93 

 

Decision Tree 

 

 

0.91 

 

 

 

0.92 

 

 

0.91 

 

 

0.91 

 

Naive Bayes 

 

0.84 

 

 

 

0.85 

 

0.84 

 

0.83 

 

 

 

5. Challenges That Faced to Detect Cyberbullying 

While cyberbullying is a concern in recent times, it is not easy to build models that detect and prevent 

this issue. Many challenges are faced by researchers and developers when building or improving models 

for the detection of cyberbullying in social media. While social media environment involves the data 

that help describe human behavior, the data has massively increased which leads to the use of big data 

analysis. To analyze big data, it requires high performance for tools and consumes a long time to execute 

the preprocessing steps. Moreover, the newest data is not labeled, so this step is one of the preprocessing 

stages and it is difficult and impacts the accuracy of results. In addition, the language change is 

considered a challenge, meaning each generation has different idioms. When the meaning of words 

changes the model will detect based on its training dataset (Al-Garadi et al., 2019).  

 

 

6. Conclusions 

In conclusion, this paper discusses in the first section the risks of cyberbullying in many environments 

especially in the school. Also, the paper reviews some of the technical solutions that are mentioned in 

some studies which help realize the damages caused by cyberbullying. NLP is one of these technical 

solutions and presents the benefits of applying NLP in many applications. In the second section, this 

paper reviews many of the prior research work that discussed the issue and provides some technical 

solutions using some tools. Thus, this section is divided into three parts discussing tools that are used 

for detecting cyberbullying on many platforms in social media. NLP is used in many examples to detect, 

predict and analyze text data, and provide high accuracy of the models that are used to detect a 

cyberbullying or offensive text. Using deep learning is also an optimal tool to detect the positive or 

negative text. However, it needs a high-performance computer to analyze big data. Moreover, in this 

paper, we proposed a machine learning method for detecting cyberbullying. We tested our model using 

three different classifiers: Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, and Decision Tree. To extract 

features, we used TF-IDF and sentiment analysis. Our results showed that the Support Vector Machine 

classifier had an accuracy of 0.93%, while the Decision Tree classifier had an accuracy of 0.91% and 

the Naive Bayes classifier had an accuracy of 0.84%. In addition, this paper proposed to review 11 

papers that have been examined for detection cyberbullying by summarizing their mothed for detection 

and their results. 
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